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A bi-directional inverter-charger including a bridge rectifier and DC-to-DC
conversion components. The inverter-charger may be connected between
an alternating current source, e.g., an AC line, and a direct current source,
e.g., a battery pack. The DC-to-DC conversion components may include
boost and buck circuits that are switchably configured between a charge
mode and an inverter mode such that common components are used in
both charge and inverter configurations. In the charge configuration, a full
wave rectified signal from the H-bridge is up converted by the boost circuit,
and the buck circuit controls charge current to the direct current source. In
the inverter configuration, the boost circuit up converts the direct current
voltage source, and the buck circuit controls the current and its form to the
bridge circuit so that the bridge circuit may be connected directly with the
AC source.
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Claims:
1. An inverter charger for providing a bi-directional energy flow between an
alternating current source and a direct current chargeable voltage source,
the inverter charger comprising:an H-bridge rectifier inverter circuit coupled
with an alternating current voltage source;a direct current voltage to direct
current voltage converter (DC-to-DC converter) coupled between the Hbridge inverter circuit and a direct current chargeable voltage source having
a direct current voltage, the DC-to-DC converter switchable between a
charge configuration and an inverter configuration;the charge configuration
including a boost circuit operably coupled with the H-bridge, the H-bridge
rectifier providing a full wave rectified output signal to the boost circuit, the
boost circuit configured to up convert the full wave rectified output signal,
the charge configuration further including a buck circuit operably coupled
with the boost circuit, the buck circuit configured to provide a regulated
charge current to the direct current chargeable voltage source; andthe
inverter configuration including the boost circuit operably coupled with the
direct current chargeable voltage source, the boost circuit configured to up
convert the direct current voltage of the direct current chargeable voltage
source, and the buck circuit configured to provide a full wave rectified signal
wave form to the H-bridge, the H-bridge configured to tie an alternating
current voltage waveform to the alternating current voltage source.
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2. The inverter charger of claim 1 further comprising a plurality of relays
configured to switch the DC-to-DC converter between the charge
configuration and the inverter configuration.
3. The inverter charger of claim 1 wherein the H-bridge rectifier comprises
four sets of three parallel connected power MOSFETS connected in a full
wave H-bridge configuration, with each MOSFET operating synchronously
with the alternating current voltage source wave form to produce a full wave
rectified output of the alternating current voltage source.
4. The inverter charger of claim 1 further comprising control signals to the
MOSFETS, wherein the control signals provide a dead band where all
MOSFETS are off for a period of time around a zero crossing point of the
alternating current voltage source.
5. The inverter charger of claim 1 wherein:the inverter charger further
comprises a negative rail;the boost circuit comprises a first inductor and a
first diode coupled in series, and a first capacitor connected with the first
inductor, the boost circuit further comprising a first switch connected
between the first inductor and first diode, and the negative rail, the first
switch in parallel with the first capacitor, the first switch receiving a first
control signal to up convert the full wave rectified output signal when the
inverter charger is in the charge configuration or to up convert the direct
current voltage of the direct current chargeable voltage source when the
inverter charger is in the inverter configuration.
6. The inverter charger of claim 5 further comprising:a DC Link capacitor in
parallel with the boost circuit; anda boost circuit controller comprising a
limiter circuit including a first comparator that generates a first output value
as function of whether a boost circuit current output exceeds a maximum
boost circuit current threshold and a second comparator that generates a
second output value as a function of whether the up converted full wave
rectified signal at the DC link capacitor exceeds a maximum boost circuit
voltage threshold, wherein the limiter circuit causes the control signal to turn
off the boost circuit switch when the first output value and/or the second
output values indicates that the maximum boost circuit current and/or
maximum boost circuit voltage is met.
7. The inverter charge of claim 1 wherein:the inverter charger further
comprises a negative rail;the buck circuit comprises a second switch in
series with a second inductor, and a second diode connected between the
second switch and the second inductor and the negative rail;the second
switch receiving a second control signal for generating a specified charge
current output of the buck circuit in the charge configuration; andthe second
switch receiving a third control signal for generating a rectified sine wave
input current to the bridge in the inverter configuration.
8. The inverter charger of claim 7 wherein the third control signal includes a
dead band.

Description:

CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION
[0001]The present application is a non-provisional application claiming
priority under 35 U.S.C. §119(e) to co-pending provisional application No.
61/096,311 titled "Bi-directional Inverter-Charger System," filed on Sep. 11,
2008, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
[0002]Aspects of the present invention generally relate to a bi-directional
inverter-charger system.

BACKGROUND
[0003]Products for converting alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC)
are commonly found in the marketplace today. These products, when used
to move electrical energy into a battery, are referred to as chargers.
Products that convert DC into AC are referred to as inverters.
[0004]Hybrid-Electric Vehicles or "HEV"s have both an electric drive train
and a gasoline or other form of combustion engine. While various specific
HEV configurations are possible, generally speaking, the electric motor may
drive the vehicle, drawing energy from a battery pack alone or in
combination with the combustion engine may also power a generator that
charges the battery pack. One problem with many existing mass produced
HEVs is that the full potential of the hybrid drive system is not realized due
to the limited amount of on-board electrical energy storage. This problem is
addressed by increasing the energy storage capacity of the vehicle to allow
greater use of electricity in place of gasoline, which is being facilitated by
technical advances in battery or other energy storage forms, among other
things. Higher capacity energy storage systems facilitate charging from an
external supply to offset and reduce petroleum fuel consumption that would
otherwise be required by the petroleum fueled engine. Such a configuration
is known as a Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle or PHEV.
[0005]Now consider that PHEVs often now have a large capacity battery for
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electrical energy storage but that stored energy is used only when the
vehicle is moving. When the vehicle is at rest the battery system is idle and
underutilized. It has been recognized that the energy storage capacity of
PHEVs could be utilized to store electrical energy when the power is
available and it could be called upon to supply electrical energy when
required during times of peak electric grid demand--a concept referred to as
Vehicle-To-Grid or V2G.

SUMMARY
[0006]With a developing interest in V2G technologies, as well as V2H
(vehicle-to-home), V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle) and other technologies where
energy flows between differing sources, bi-directional inverter-charger
systems are needed, among many other things. Aspects of the present
invention involve a bi-directional topology using a single synchronous bridge
rectifier or unfolder. The bi-directional inverter-charger provides both AC-toDC conversion for charging a storage source, such as a battery pack, and
DC-to-AC inversion for connecting the battery to the grid or other AC
voltage source. This allows for the same power components to be used in
both directions resulting in high energy transfer efficiency with fewer
components.
[0007]Aspects of the present disclosure involve an inverter charger for
providing a bi-directional energy flow between an alternating current source
and a direct current chargeable voltage source. The inverter charger may
include an H-bridge rectifier inverter circuit coupled with an alternating
current voltage source. The inverter charger may further include a direct
current voltage to direct current voltage converter (DC-to-DC converter)
coupled between the H-bridge inverter circuit and a direct current
chargeable voltage source having a direct current voltage, the DC-to-DC
converter switchable between a charge configuration and an inverter
configuration. The DC-to-DC converter, switched to charge configuration,
includes a boost circuit operably coupled with the H-bridge. The H-bridge
rectifier provides a full wave rectified output signal to the boost circuit. The
boost circuit is configured to up convert the full wave rectified output signal.
In the charge configuration, the DC-to-DC converter further includes a buck
circuit operably coupled with the boost circuit. The buck circuit is configured
to provide a regulated charge current to the direct current chargeable
voltage source. The inverter charger, in inverter configuration, includes the
boost circuit operably coupled with the direct current chargeable voltage
source. The boost circuit is configured to up convert the direct current
voltage of the direct current chargeable voltage source, and the buck circuit
is configured to provide a full wave rectified signal wave form to the Hbridge. The H-bridge is configured to tie an alternating current voltage
waveform to the alternating current voltage source. While the application
generally refers to an alternating current source, it should be appreciated
that it may also be a load.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0008]FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a bi-directional inverter-charger
coupled between an AC line and a battery pack;
[0009]FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one possible implementation of a
bi-directional inverter-charger;
[0010]FIG. 3 is an electrical schematic of one possible implementation of a
bi-directional inverter-charger configured for charging a battery pack;
[0011]FIG. 3A is a diagram of one possible power MOSFET that may be
used to implement various switches discussed herein;
[0012]FIG. 4A is a voltage waveform for a 240 VAC (RMS) AC line, which
may be connected with a bi-directional inverter-charger to charge a battery
or otherwise provide charge current to a DC source conforming to aspects of
the present disclosure;
[0013]FIGS. 4B-4E are voltage waveforms of control signals that may be
used to control operation of switches employed in an H-bridge portion of a
bi-directional inverter-charger conforming to aspects of the present
disclosure;
[0014]FIG. 4F is a voltage waveform for a rectified AC signal from an Hbridge portion of a bi-directional inverter-charger conforming to aspects of
the present disclosure;
[0015]FIG. 5 is a control diagram for a boost circuit forming a portion of a
DC-to-DC portion of a bi-directional inverter-charger conforming to aspects
of the present disclosure;
[0016]FIG. 6A is a voltage waveform for the output of a boost circuit portion
of a DC-to-DC portion of a bi-directional inverter-charger conforming to
aspects of the present disclosure;
[0017]FIG. 6B is a current waveform for an inductor of a boost circuit
portion of a DC-to-DC portion of a bi-directional inverter-charger conforming
to aspects of the present disclosure;
[0018]FIG. 6C is a voltage waveform for an inductor of a boost circuit
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portion of a DC-to-DC portion of a bi-directional inverter-charger conforming
to aspects of the present disclosure;
[0019]FIG. 6D is a voltage waveform across a switch of a boost circuit
portion of a DC-to-DC portion of a bi-directional inverter-charger conforming
to aspects of the present disclosure;
[0020]FIG. 6E is a PWM control signal for a switch of a boost circuit portion
of a DC-to-DC portion of a bi-directional inverter-charger conforming to
aspects of the present disclosure;
[0021]FIG. 7 is a charge current control diagram for a buck circuit forming a
portion of a DC-to-DC portion of a bi-directional inverter-charger conforming
to aspects of the present disclosure;
[0022]FIG. 8 is an electrical schematic of one possible implementation of a
bi-directional inverter-charger configured for tying a battery pack to a grid or
other load/source;
[0023]FIG. 9 is a grid tie control diagram for a buck circuit forming a portion
of a DC-to-DC portion of a bi-directional inverter-charger conforming to
aspects of the present disclosure;
[0024]FIG. 10A is a output voltage waveform for a buck circuit connected
with an H-bridge in a grid tie (discharge/inverter) configuration of one
example of a bi-direction inverter-charger;
[0025]FIG. 10B is a output current waveform for a buck circuit connected
with an H-bridge in a grid tie (discharge/inverter) configuration of one
example of a bi-direction inverter-charger;
[0026]FIG. 10C is a voltage waveform for a 240 VAC (RMS) AC line, which
may be connected to in a grid tie arrangement with a bi-directional invertercharger conforming to aspects of the present disclosure; and
[0027]FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of one possible arrangements of
relays to provide for switching between charge and inverter modes of a bidirectional inverter-charger.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0028]Aspects of the invention involve an inverter-charger system that uses
common components for both inverter and charger functions. In one
application, the inverter-charger is employed in a plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle or electric vehicle application, internal or external to the vehicle, and
provides for charging a vehicle battery or other rechargeable energy storage
device and also allows the battery to be connected to an electric power grid
or otherwise and deliver power to the grid. In charger mode, the invertercharger is coupled with an alternating current (AC) power source, such as a
conventional 120V or 240V wall outlet, and the AC power is converted to
direct current (DC) for charging the battery coupled with the invertercharger. In inverter mode, the same inverter-charger reverses the flow of
energy and converts DC power from the battery to AC power and provides
the AC power to the grid. Hence, by employing an inverter-charger system
as discussed herein, the vehicle battery may act as energy source for use in
powering the vehicle and may also act as an energy source to deliver
energy to the grid, a home, or otherwise for other uses.
[0029]FIG. 1 is a high level block diagram of one example of invertercharger system 10 as might be used to control the flow of electrical energy
12 in a vehicle-to-grid, vehicle-to-home, or other application. The invertercharger is functionally positioned between a battery pack 14 of a vehicle
and an alternating current supply 16. The battery pack may have a direct
current voltage of between 150 and 380 volts; however, the inverter-charger
may be used with packs having other voltages, whether higher or lower
than the examples used herein. The various battery pack voltage examples
used herein are often nominal or peak, and may be lower when in a
discharged state or higher during charging. The alternating current supply in
the system example of FIG. 1 is an alternating current line voltage of
between 100 volts and 240 volts at 60 Hz (single phase), with typical
residential U.S. line voltages being 120 VAC or 240 VAC. The invertercharger may be configured to couple with other alternating current voltage
levels. "Charging" is the term that describes when the system is configured
to convert the alternating current from the line to direct current to charge the
battery pack 14. "Inverting" is the term that describes when the system is
configured to convert the direct current voltage from the battery pack to
alternating current in order to couple the battery pack to the grid or other
source. The inverter charger can also be configured to provide AC energy to
power loads or used as an emergency or auxiliary power source.
[0030]The inverter-charger system is discussed herein within the context of
a plug-in hybrid or electric vehicle having a battery pack and a conventional
alternating current line voltage. The inverter-charger, however, may be
deployed in other systems where bi-directional coupling between a high
voltage AC and high voltage DC energy storage/supplies are required. For
example, the AC supply may be provided from a wind turbine array. In such
an example, it is quite possible that the battery may be used for energy
storage when energy from the turbine is not available (not windy). For
example, in a facility, whether a home or otherwise, with a wind turbine
providing power to the facilities energy grid, the plug-in hybrid battery may
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be tied to the grid and be charged. When the turbine is not delivering
energy, the battery may be used to provide grid energy for the home's
power needs. Further, numerous such possible uses will evolve as smart
grid and other such technologies are developed and deployed.
[0031]FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one example of an inverter-charger
system 10. As introduced in FIG. 1, the inverter-charger is functionally
positioned between the battery pack or other storage system 14 and a line
voltage or other supply voltage 16. In the energy path 12 between the
battery and line, there is a rectifier/inverter (or bridge) 20 and DC-DC
conversion components 30. Configured as a charger, the rectifier converts
the AC line voltage to a full-wave rectified DC voltage. From the rectified
DC voltage, the DC-DC converters 30 then provide the proper charge
current at the proper DC voltage to the battery pack 14. Configured as an
inverter, the DC-DC converters up convert the DC battery pack voltage to an
appropriate voltage level for the inverter 20 to convert the DC voltage to an
AC line voltage, sufficient to deliver power, and at the proper frequency.
[0032]The system 10 may be advantageously configured to use the same
inverter/rectifier 20 and DC-DC converters 30 in both the charging and
inverting modes, which is accomplished through DC relays 28, solid state
switches, or other switch mechanisms. The DC relays, under programmatic
control of a controller 22, are configured to alter the energy flow path
between the battery 14, appropriate DC converter components 30, and the
bridge 20. While AC relays 24, also under programmatic control of the
controller 22, are shown connecting the bridge 20 to the line 16 during both
charging and inverting, the implementations discussed herein do not include
AC relays.
[0033]FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram of one example of an inverter-charger 10
configured for charging. Discussing the circuit from right to left, i.e. from the
AC source 16 to the battery 14, the inverter-charger 10 includes a line filter
34 connected to the source 16. The line filter is a conventional line filter
comprising two capacitors (C1 and C2) in parallel with the source 16, and
an inductor L1 in series with the source and connected between each
capacitor. The line filter attenuates or otherwise reduces electromagnetic
interference between the line 16 and the inverter-charger. The line filter
shown is but one example of filter configurations that might be employed in
various implementations conforming to the present disclosure.
[0034]A rectifier 20 is coupled with the line filter. The rectifier includes four
transistor switch configurations M1-M4 arranged as an H-bridge. The Hbridge configuration allows for bi-directional energy flow through the circuit.
Hence, with the H-bridge under programmatic control, the circuit may be
operated as a full wave rectifier in charge mode and as an inverter in the
inverter grid tie or auxiliary source discharge mode.
[0035]In one particular implementation, each switch M comprises three njunction power MOSFETS connected in parallel. FIG. 3A is a transistor
diagram for one power MOSFET. In one example, the power MOSFETS are
STYGONM50 models from IXYS Corporation. It is also possible to use
insulated-gate bipolar transistors, other switching devices, diodes, or the
like, depending on the implementation. In the FIG. 3A power MOSFET
example, a body diode (or anti-parallel diode) D B provides a freewheeling
path when the switches are off. The MOSFETS have a drain (D), gate (G)
and source (S), and a threshold voltage VGS between the gate and source
determines whether the MOSFETS are on and conducting or off and not
conducting. These gate circuits can be controlled programmatically by the
controller 22.
[0036]Switch M1 has its drain connected to a positive rail 36 and its source
connected to a high side 40 of the line filter. The high side of the line filter
and a corresponding low side 42, correspond with the AC voltage across
the line voltage 16. Switch M2 has its drain connected to the positive rail 36
and its source connected to the low side 42 of the line filter. Switch M3 has
its drain connected to the high side voltage 40 and its source connected a
negative rail 38. Finally, switch M4 has its drain connected to the low side
voltage 42 and its source connected to the negative rail 38. The gates of
each switch M1-M4 receives a control signal (VGS1-VGS4, respectively)
from the controller 22, which may be in the forms of pulse width modulation
signals, to control when the switches are on or off.
[0037]FIG. 4 illustrates five signal diagrams, one of the input voltage (FIG.
4A) to the bridge 20, and one for the control signals to each of the switches
M1-M4 (FIG. 4B, PWM control VGS1 for M1; FIG. 4C, PWM control VGS2
for M2; FIG. 4c, PWM control VGS3 for M3; and, FIG. 4E, PWM control
VGS4 for M4). The input voltage to the bridge, as shown in FIG. 4A, is a 60
Hz wave form of 240VAC (RMS), with peak voltages of approximately
positive 340 volts and negative 340 volts. Generally speaking, the bridge
switches are synchronized with the line frequency to provide a full wave
rectified output. In one particular implementation, the threshold voltage for
each power MOSFET M1-M4 is 2.4; hence, the PWM signal for each
transistor switches between approximately 12 volts and 0 volts at a 50%
duty cycle. In this example, the 12 volt "on" voltage provides a margin of
error above the threshold voltage to help avoid erroneous switch activation.
The duty cycle is aligned with a zero crossing point of the line voltage and
about a dead band, so that at or above 12 volts magnitude each switch is
on and conducting, and below 12 volts magnitude each switch is off. To
operate as a full wave rectifier and as shown in FIGS. 4B-4E, the control
signals for switches M1 and M4 are the same, and the control signals for
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switches M2 and M3 are the same, with the control signals for each pair
between approximately 180 degrees out of phase. Stated differently,
switches M1 and M4 are turned on, while switches M2 and M3 are off, and
switches M1 and M4 are then turned on while switches M1 and M4 are
turned off.
[0038]To avoid having switches M1 and M3 or M2 and M4 on and
conducting at the same time, the PWM control signals may provide a dead
band between each control signal transition where all the control signal
voltages are held at 0 volts and hence all of the switches are momentarily
off and not conducting. For example, there is a dead band 44 where all of
the control signals are at zero volts. Referring to FIGS. 4B-4E, the control
signals VGS1 and VGS4 transition T1 from 0 to 12 volts at the same time,
while the control signals VGS2 and VGS3 transition T2 from 12 to 0 volts at
the same time. With respect to each of the illustrated first control signal
transitions T1 and T2, VGS1 and VGS4 are at zero volts while control
signals VGS3 and VGS4 transition to zero volts. For a period of time, the
dead band 44, all control signals are zero volts. After the dead band, VGS1
and VGS4 transition (T1) to 12 volts while VGS3 and VGS4 remain at 0
volts. In one example, the dead band for a 110/120VAC source voltage is
300 microseconds and the dead band for a 220/240VAC source voltage is
140 microseconds.
[0039]The bridge dead bands may be achieved in various ways. In one
example, a comparator with some threshold voltage input, e.g., 9.1 Volts, is
compared to the line voltage. When the line voltage meets or falls below the
threshold, whichever PWM signals are high (and hence the driven switches
are conducting) are driven low to generate the dead band. Other ways of
providing the dead band are also possible.
[0040]FIG. 4F illustrates one possible full wave rectified output between the
positive and negative rails (36,38) of the bridge 20. The peak voltage is
about 340 Volts, with an average DC value of 216 volts Hence, the input to
the DC-to-DC converter stage 30 is a full wave rectified sine wave. In the
case of a 100 VAC or 120 VAC line voltage, the peak voltages are about
170 Volts and 160 volts, respectively.
[0041]Referring again to the charge configuration of FIG. 3, the DC-to-DC
converter 30, in one particular implementation, involves a boost circuit 44
followed by a buck circuit 48, with a DC link 46 positioned between the
boost and buck circuits. The boost circuit amplifies or steps up the full wave
rectified voltage. In one example intended to charge a battery pack with
about a 372 VDC (fully charged voltage), the boost stage is configured to
produce about 400 Volts DC. The boost stage may include a capacitor C3
coupled between the positive rail 36 and the negative rail 38, and in parallel
with the output of the bridge 20. The boost circuit may further include an
inductor L2 in series with a diode D1. A control switch M5, which may be of
the same form shown in FIG. 3A, is in parallel with the capacitor C3, and
has its drain connected between the inductor L2 and the diode D2. The
source of the control switch is connected with the negative rail 38. The gate
of the switch is configured to receive a control signal from the controller 22,
which may include a proportional integral (PI) controller and a PWM module.
Due to potentially high current loads, the switch M5 may be realized by
three power MOSFETS connected in parallel.
[0042]FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a controller configuration 50 that
provides a control signal to the boost switch M5. The controller 50 may form
a portion of the overall control 22. The controller includes a PI controller 52
providing a reference voltage to a PWM generator 54. The PI controller
receives as its input, a voltage signal representing the difference between
the output of the boost circuit, which is one example should be 400 VDC,
and reference voltage of 400 VDC. Hence, the PI controller receives an
input voltage signal representing the difference between the actual output of
the boost circuit 44 and the expected output of the boost circuit. In turn, the
PI controller provides a reference signal to the PWM module 54 that drives
a voltage signal to the switch M5 in order to maintain the boost circuit
output at the specified voltage (e.g., 400 VDC).
[0043]In one particular boost circuit implementation, C3 has a value of 4.7
uF, L2 has a value of 50 uH, and C4 (the link capacitor) is 2.16 mF. The
PWM signal may have a duty cycle range between 0 and 0.95, and the PI
controller may be set at Kp=0.1 (the proportional gain multiplier of the error
input signal to the PI).
[0044]FIG. 6 illustrates various signal diagrams related to the boost circuit.
More particularly, FIG. 6A illustrates the voltage output of the boost circuit
(the voltage output across the DC link capacitor 46). The boost circuit
output, with the parameters set forth herein, has a 400 VDC output with
about 1V of ripple. FIG. 6B illustrates the current output of the inductor L2
and FIG. 6C illustrates the voltage of the inductor L2. The boost inductor
current shows that it is in continuous conduction mode with about 40%
ripple current. It is also possible to implement the boost circuit as well as
other circuits to operate in discontinuous conduction mode. FIG. 6D
illustrates the voltage level of the switch M5 (between drain and source) for
the PWM control signal to the gate of the switch M5 as shown in FIG. 6E.
[0045]Hence, FIGS. 6A-6E collectively illustrate the function of the boost
circuit. When the switch M5 is on, under control of the circuit shown in FIG.
5, current from the capacitor C3 and rectifier circuit 20 are allowed to flow
through the inductor L5 thereby charging the inductor to the target voltage
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(e.g., 400 VDC). When switch M5 is closed, 400 VDC (shown in FIG. 6C) is
available from the inductor L2 to charge capacitor C4 to 400 VDC (or to
maintain the capacitor voltage at 400 VDC) as shown in FIG. 6A.
[0046]Besides the boost circuit controller 50, FIG. 5 also illustrates a limiter
circuit 56 configured to shut off the switch M5 when the output current from
the boost circuit meets or exceeds a current threshold value or the output
voltage of the boost circuit meets or exceeds a voltage threshold value. In
one example, the limiter generates a control signal to turn off the switch
when the output current of the boost circuit exceeds 90 amps or the DC
voltage of the boost circuit exceeds 430 VDC. Other limiter threshold values
are possible depending on the ratings of various components (e.g.,
maximum electrolytic capacitor C4 voltage, MOSFET current switching
limitations, inductor L2 characteristics), and any number of other possible
factors (e.g., overall maximum inverter-charger power conversion) that might
effect circuit performance.
[0047]In one particular implementation, the limiter 56 includes a NOR gate
58 receiving as its inputs the results of two comparator circuits (60, 62). The
first comparator 60 compares the output current of the boost circuit 44 to a
current threshold value (e.g., 90 A). The comparator provides a digital 0
output if the boost circuit is less than 90 A, and provides a digital 1 output if
the boost circuit current is greater than 90 A. The output of the comparator
is fed into the NOR gate 58. Similarly, the second comparator 62 compares
the boost circuit output voltage to a voltage threshold value (e.g., 420 VDC).
The comparator provides a digital 0 output if the boost circuit voltage is less
than 420 VDC, and provides a digital 1 output if the boost circuit voltage is
greater than 420 VDC. The output of the second comparator 62 is also fed
into the NOR gate 58.
[0048]The NOR gate 58 provides a digital 1 when both inputs are digital 0,
otherwise the NOR gate provides a digital 0 or low voltage output (one or
both inputs are digital 1). Thus, the NOR gate provides a logic 1 signal to an
OR gate 64 only when both inputs of the NOR gate are logic 0, otherwise
the NOR gates provide a logic 0 signal to the OR gate 64. The OR gate 64
receives as a second input, a protection input in the form of a digital 0 (logic
1 passing through an inverter (not gate) 66. Hence, the limiter provides a
digital level 1 from the OR gate 64 to a multiplier 68 only when the boost
current and voltage are below the thresholds. The multiplier also receives
the PWM control signal that drives operation of the switch M5 as the second
input to the multiplier. Thus, when either the inductor current of the boost
circuit exceeds 90 A or the output voltage of the boost circuit exceeds 420
VDC, the limiter circuit provides a logic 0 to the multiplier, which in turn
drives the control signal to the switch M5 low turning it off. When both the
boost inductor current and output voltage are below the threshold values,
the limiter circuit provides a digital 1 to the multiplier 64, allowing the control
signal from the PWM 54 to pass through to the switch. Without a limiter
circuit, the PWM is connected to the switch M5.
[0049]The output of the Boost/DC-Link provides a regulated DC voltage to
the buck stage 48. In the charge configuration shown in FIG. 3, the buck
stage regulates battery charging by controlling the charge current to the
battery 14. The buck stage includes a switch M6 connected in series with
the output of the boost circuit 44. An inductor L3 is coupled between a
positive terminal of the battery 14 and the drain of the switch M6. A diode
D2 is connected between the inductor/switch junction and the negative rail
38 of the inverter-charger. In one implementation, the inductor L3 has a
value of 50 uH and the switch M6 is implemented with three power
MOSFETS coupled in parallel.
[0050]Generally speaking, when switch M6 is on, the boost circuit and the
DC-link capacitor source charging current to the inductor L3. Further, the
diode D2 is reverse biased. When the switch M6 is off, diode D2 is forward
biased and stored energy in the inductor provides a charge current to the
battery 14.
[0051]FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a controller configuration to control the
operation of the buck circuit switch M6. While other implementations are
possible, in the control diagram depicted in FIG. 7, buck circuit control
involves a comparison between the buck circuit current output 72 to the
battery 14 and a reference current 70. The reference current may be set at
whatever the desired battery charging current. Further, the reference current
level may be programmable. In one possible example, the reference current
is 17 amps. A difference or error signal from a subtractor 74 (a difference
between the actual current and the reference current) is provided as in input
to a PI controller 76, which provides a reference voltage to a PWM
generator 78. The PWM generator 78 provides PWM signal to the switch
M5 thereby controlling the switch to thereby control the output charging
current of the buck circuit.
[0052]FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram illustrating the inverter-charger 10 in a
discharge (inverter) configuration. In the discharge configuration, the battery
14 is coupled by way of the inverter-charger to the AC power supply (e.g., a
power grid, or load, etc.) 16, and the battery delivers power to the source.
Hence, in discharge mode, the battery may be used as a source for
alternating current power. In a smart grid application, for example, the
battery can act as a storage mechanism to deliver power back to the grid
pursuant to any of a number of possible smart grid implementations (off
peak charging, peak load discharge; grid regulation; back up power supply
for home; storage for wind or solar power generation; etc.)
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[0053]In the discharge configuration, the battery 14 is coupled with the DCto DC converter mechanism 30. However, unlike the charge configuration
where the buck circuit 40 (FIG. 3) is connected to the battery, the battery is
switched to being coupled with the boost circuit 36. The boost circuit 36
provides a regulated DC voltage, higher than the pack voltage, in
conjunction with the DC link 38, to the buck circuit 40. The buck circuit in
turn provides proper current and voltage supply to the bridge 20 that, under
PWM control, converts the output of the DC-to DC circuit 30 to an AC
waveform suitable for coupling to the AC source 16 or for delivery directly to
an AC load. For example, in the case of a conventional U.S. household
outlet supply, the bridge provides a 60 Hz, 120 VAC (RMS) output voltage
or 240 VAC (RMS) output voltage which, for grid tie applications, is precisely
synchronized with the grid AC power.
[0054]Referring now in more detail to FIG. 8, the boost circuit 36 includes
the same components (L2, D1, C3 and M5) in the same configuration as the
boost circuit 36 of FIG. 3. However, by way of some form of switching
mechanism, such as relays discussed in more detail with respect to FIG. 12,
the boost circuit 36 is switched to being coupled with the battery pack 14.
More particularly, the capacitor C3 is connected in parallel with the battery
14. The inductor L2, followed by the diode D1, are connected in series to
the positive side of the battery 14. The switch M5 is connected in parallel
with the capacitor C3, with its drain connected between the inductor and the
diode, and its source connected with the negative rail 38.
[0055]For inversion, the boost stage 36 up converts the battery voltage to a
direct current voltage sufficient to drive the rectifier with sufficient voltage for
coupling to the source. For example, in the case of a system optimized for a
240 VAC source, the boost circuit 46 increases the battery voltage, which
may be about 370 VDC to 400 VDC. The boost circuit may be controlled in
generally the same manner in discharge mode as in charge mode through
using the circuit shown in FIG. 5, with the PWM providing a control signal to
the switch M5. Generally speaking, the controller is configured to monitor
the DC link voltage (i.e. the voltage level of the boost circuit output) and
through a feedback loop with a reference voltage (400 VDC in this
example), maintain the boost output voltage at 400 VDC.
[0056]The boost circuit provides a regulated up converted voltage to the
buck circuit 40. The buck circuit, in turn, provides an output signal appearing
as a rectified sine wave input to the bridge 20. The buck circuit 40 includes
the same components M6, L3, and D2 discussed with reference to the buck
circuit 40 in the inverter-charger charge mode configuration of FIG. 3. The
switch M6 is operated to alternately allow charging of the inductor, when the
switch M6 is on, and allow discharge of the inductor energy to the bridge
when the switch is off.
[0057]FIG. 9 is a diagram of a controller for the buck circuit operating in
inverter mode. The controller provides an output current (see FIG. 10C) to
the bridge 20, with the output current having a dead band 94. First, to
provide output current control of the buck circuit, the controller compares
actual output current 82 of the buck circuit (at inductor L3) with a full wave
rectified line current reference 80. A subtractor 84 provides the difference
between the actual current and the reference current to a PI controller 86,
which provides a reference signal to PWM 88.
[0058]Dead band control is provided by a comparator 92 that compares the
rectified line voltage (or the line voltage) to a threshold or offset value above
the zero crossing point of the line voltage. When the line voltage falls
between the offset value and the zero crossing, the comparator provides a
digital 0 output; otherwise the comparator provides a digital 1 output. A
multiplier 90 receives the output of the comparator 92 and the PWM control
signal. The PWM signal is thus provided to the switch M6 except during the
dead band 94 provided through the dead band controller 92.
[0059]FIG. 10A illustrates the voltage output signal waveform of the buck
circuit 40 in inverter mode, with a 400 VDC input voltage to the buck circuit
for supplying the appropriate voltage waveform to a 240 VAC line. FIG. 10B
illustrates the buck circuit current output, with dead band 94, that drives the
bridge 20. As can be seen, the output wave forms are in the form of a full
wave rectified waveform. The bridge circuit is controlled in the same way in
discharge (inverter) mode as in charge mode, which is discussed herein
with respect to FIG. 4. The output of the rectifier is shown in FIG. 10C, and
is in the form of a 60 Hz 240 VAC (RMS) waveform.
[0060]FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating one possible relay configuration for
switching between the charge mode configuration shown in FIG. 3 and the
inverter mode configuration shown in FIG. 8. A set of relays 28 are provided
to alter the connection of the DC-to-DC conversion components 30 between
the battery 14 and the bridge 20. The diagram illustrates the functional
connections achieved through any various possible implementation of relays.
Relays or other forms of switches R1-R4 are positioned to switch between
the charge configuration and the inverter configuration upon receipt of a
mode signal. In charge mode, the bridge 20 is connected to the boost circuit
through relays R1 and R4, and the battery is connected to the buck circuit
48 through relays R1 and R3. In inverter mode, the battery is connected to
the boost circuit 44 through relays R1 and R3 and the buck circuit is
connected to the bridge 20 through relays R2 and R4.
[0061]Although the present invention has been described with respect to
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particular apparatuses, configurations, components, systems and methods of
operation, it will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art upon
reading this disclosure that certain changes or modifications to the
embodiments and/or their operations, as described herein, may be made
without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Accordingly, the
proper scope of the invention is defined by the appended claims. The
various embodiments, operations, components and configurations disclosed
herein are generally exemplary rather than limiting in scope.
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FURTHER READING
Click any one of the following links to be taken to a website which contains
the following documents.
There appears to be a lot of recent patent activity in the area
of building "bridgeless PFC convertors". The following are
some of the patents.
11_584_983_Method_and_apparatus_for_high_efficieny_rectifier
11_204_307_AC_to_DC_power_supply_with_PF
11_302_544_Simple_partial_switching_power_factor_correction
11_474_712_BRIDGELESS_BI_DIRECTIONAL_FORWARD_TYPE_CONVERTER
11_480_004_High_efficiency_power_converter_system
11_706_645_AC_to_DC_voltage_converter_as_power_supply
12_401_983_BRIDGELESS_PFC_CIRCUIT_FOR_CRM
12_798_682_Bridgeless_PFC_converter
3295043_MASSEY_D_C__TO_D_C__REGULATED_CONVERTER
4183079_DC_AC_inverter
4523266_AC_to_DC_conversion_system
4943902_AC_to_DC_power_converter_and_method
5570276_Switching_converter_with_open_loop_input_regulation
5815380_Switching_converter_with_open_loop_Primary_regulation
5815384_Transformer_uses_bi_directional_synch_Rectifiers
6115267_AC_DC_converter_with_no_input_rectifiers
6157182_DC_DC_converter_with_multiple_operating_modes
6608522_DC_to_DC_converter_providing_stable_operation
7250742_Digital_control_of_bridgeless_power_factor_correction
7265591_CMOS_driver_with_minimum_shoot_through
And here is some more information for those who may be interested.
A BIDIRECTIONAL PWM THREE-PHASE STEP-DOWN RECTIFIER
A bidirectional, sinusoidal, high-frequency inverter
A DUAL INPUT BIDIRECTIONAL POWER CONVERTER
A new structure for bidirectional Power flow
BI-DIRECTIONAL INVERTER-CHARGER
Bi-directional single-phase half-bridge rectifier for power quality
BiDirectional Converter
Bidirectional_UP_Inverter
Synthesis of Input-Rectifierless AC/DC
11.28.10_10.11AM
dsauersanjose@aol.com
Don Sauer
http://www.idea2ic.com/

